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Abstract

This paper advocates that connectivity is the technological foundation of digital scholarship and argues that the characteristics of modern science, i.e. data-centric, multidisciplinary, open, network-centric and heavily dependent on internet technologies entail the creation of a linked, semantically enhanced scholarly record composed of interconnected discipline-specific literature and scientific, social, and humanities data spaces. The changing scenario of the scholarly record is illustrated by describing the principal transformations now being enabled by advanced linking and semantic technologies. The main functionality of a cyberscholarship infrastructure is described, i.e. the ability to effectively and efficiently support a linking environment.
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1. Introduction

A new paradigm is emerging in science characterized by: (1) the availability of publicly network-accessible vast volumes of curated scientific data, i.e. data intensive science; (2) the drawing on multiple scientific disciplines in order to find solutions to difficult problems on the basis of a new understanding of complex situations, i.e. multidisciplinary science; (3) the sharing of results, ideas, methods and data between scientists and the public much earlier and much more extensively than previously, i.e. openness; (4) the increasingly global collaborations – of scientists and of shared resources – enabled by the interconnection of the components of science ecosystems (digital libraries, data centers, institutional repositories, etc.) distributed worldwide and overcoming language, policy, social, barriers, i.e. globalization of science; and (5) scientific investigations enabled by computer science technologies, computing infrastructures and internet, i.e. e-Science.
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These characteristics of modern science entail that the publication and consumption of scientific information should undergo radical changes:

- Scientific data should become a first class citizen of scientific communication; as such it must have its own identity and be integrated with scientific publications in order to support repeatability, reproducibility and reanalysis.
- Scientific data should be discoverable, i.e. scholars must be able to find data that supports scientific research quickly and accurately, understandable to those scrutinizing them and assessable enabling potential users to evaluate them.
- Scientific data and publications have to cross disciplinary boundaries; therefore, in order to maintain the interpretative context they must be semantically enhanced, i.e. semantic mark-up of textual terms with links to ontologies/terminologies/vocabularies, interactive figures, etc. Semantic services will help readers to find actionable data, interpret information and extract knowledge.
- Modern scientific communication should be characterized by modularity: it should allow for non linear and haphazard reading. A scientific article will be composed of a certain number of “information modules” meaningfully connected by relationships.

All these changes will have an important transformational impact on the scholarly record. Scholarly record is taken to mean the aggregation of scientific journals, gray literature and conference presentations plus the underlying data and other evidence to support the published findings. At present, this record is poorly connected and this constitutes a major obstacle to a full engagement by scholars who need to be able to move from paper to paper, from hypotheses to evidence, or between paper and underlying data efficiently. Modern science requires the establishment of a linked scholarly record in order to effectively support scholarly inquiry.

2. The Changing Scenario of the Scholarly Record

We have identified the following main transformations that depend on linking technologies.

2.1. Scientific literature is becoming increasingly network-centric: Linked Scientific Literature Spaces

We foresee that future scientific literature will be increasingly network-centric. By this we mean that the linear form of the scientific article will be overcome and it will be presented as a network of modules connected by relations. These modules can contain organizational information concerning the structural aspects of an article as well as scientific discourse information concerning hypotheses made by the author of an article, evidence for the hypotheses, underlying datasets, findings, pointers to future research, etc. The conceptual relations between modules are materialized by explicitly labeled links. We can have different types of links: semantic links, rhetorical links and pragmatic links.

A generalization of the network-centrality of scientific information leads to the creation of a linked scientific literature space of disciplinary or interdisciplinary scope. A scientific contribution thus becomes a rigorously connected, substantiated node or region in a linked scientific literature space.

Linked literature spaces allow scholars to surf literature, enabling them to find and access not only a specific article but also a whole range of information contained in diverse articles. An important consequence of the creation of linked literature spaces is that information seeking becomes a horizontal rather than a vertical form of behavior. This enables researchers to find prevailing opinion more easily. Linked scientific literature spaces can thus hasten scientific consensus. A linked literature space also facilitates the identification of the lineage of an idea or concept.

2.2. Scientific information is becoming increasingly data-centric: Linked Scientific Data Spaces

New high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes, satellites, accelerators, supercomputers, sensor networks and running simulations are generating massive amounts of data. In a data-dominated science, there are rapidly-expanding demands of “data-everywhere”. The most acute challenge stems from research teams relying on a large number of diverse and interrelated datasets but having no way to manage their scientific data spaces in a principled
fashion. Therefore, there is a need for mechanisms and approaches that allow the linking of datasets produced by diverse research teams. Linking a dataset refers to the capability of linking it to other external datasets, and in turn being linked from external datasets. A generalization of the linking data concept leads to the creation of **linked scientific data spaces** of disciplinary or interdisciplinary scope. The concept of scientific data spaces responds to the increasing demands by researchers for data-everywhere. It will enable researchers/search engines to start browsing in one dataset and then to navigate to related datasets.

Not only can the scientific disciplines benefit from the application of the linked data paradigm but also the Humanities. In fact, advanced information technologies have led to the generation of very large volumes of linguistic data, i.e. text and speech corpora, dictionaries, lexicons, language descriptions, etc. The challenge is now to interlink this wealth of data accumulated in more than half a century of computational linguistics, of empirical, corpus-based study of language and of computational lexicography in all its heterogeneity. By linking this data, automated analyses of literary works can be carried out much more effectively. Not only researchers in the Humanities will benefit from linking linguistic data, but also the general public can be offered extended search possibilities.

A generalization of the linking language data and humanities data concept leads to the creation of **linguistic linked data spaces as well as Humanities linked data spaces**.

### 2.3. Scientific information as a result of Multidisciplinary Research

Scientific information is increasingly the result of Multidisciplinary Research: Linking Discipline-specific Literature Spaces and/or Discipline-specific Data Spaces with Supporting Discipline-specific Ontologies/Terminologies/Vocabularies.

Scientific communication across disciplinary boundaries needs semantic enhancements to make the text intelligible to a broad audience composed of specialists in different scientific disciplines. This need motivated the current development of semantic publishing. Semantic publishing is taken to mean the enhancement of the meaning of an online research article by automatically disambiguating and semantically defining specialist terms. This can be achieved by linking to discipline-specific ontologies and standard terminology repositories, by linking to other information sources of relevance to the article, and by direct linking to all of the article’s cited references. An additional semantic enhancement can be obtained by intelligently linking a scientific text to third-party commentaries, archived talks and Web sites.

Ontologies are also considered as a suitable formal tool for sophisticated data access. Data collections should be connected to appropriate ontologies.

In the context of a networked scholarly world, domain-specific ontologies are not standalone artifacts. They relate to each other in ways that can affect their meaning, and are distributed in a network of interlinked semantic resources, reflecting their dynamics, modularity and contextual dependencies. The alignment of domain-specific ontologies is crucial for data reusability. It is achieved through a set of mapping rules that specify a correspondence between various entities, such as objects, concepts, relations, and instances. Several concept and relation constructors are offered to construct complex expressions to be used in mappings.

### 2.4. Scientific information is increasingly based on the integration between text and data: Linking Literature Spaces with Data Spaces

In a data-dominated science, research data are increasingly being regarded as first class citizens of scientific communication, with their own identity and metadata. Modern science requires integrated support to the whole research data life cycle. Scientists need to publish their raw data sets, experimental details, analytical methods and visualizations, in addition to traditional scholarly publications. This record of the complete scientific discovery process will enable scientists to examine the underlying data while reading a paper. They could redo analyses and reproduce and verify results. Or they could examine all the literature about this data.

In summary, linking publications to the underlying data can produce significant benefits:
- it can help the data to be better discoverable;
- it can help the data to be better interpretable;
• it can provide the author with better credit for the data;
• and conversely it can add depth to the article and facilitate better understanding.

Future scholarly cyberinfrastructures should enable the unification of all scientific data with all literature to create a world in which data and literature interoperate. This vision implies the capability to link literature spaces with data spaces.

Linking Literature spaces with Data Spaces will increase scientific “information velocity” and will enhance scientific productivity as it will improve data availability, discoverability, interpretability and re-usability.

3. Digital Scholarship Infrastructure

By Digital Scholarship Infrastructure we mean an enabling framework for data, information and knowledge discovery, advanced literature analyses, and new scholar reading and learning practices based on linking and semantic technologies.

In particular, future Digital Scholarship Infrastructures should support:

• a Scholarly Linking Environment that:
  o provides a core set of linking services that create discipline-specific linked literature spaces and discipline-specific linked data spaces, connect literature spaces with data spaces, and build connections between diverse discipline-specific literature spaces;
  o supports the creation, operation and maintenance of a core set of linkers. A linker is a software module that exploits encoded knowledge and metadata information about certain datasets or articles in order to build a relation between modules and/or datasets. Different types of linkers should be supported in order to implement the different types of relations between article modules and datasets. Linkers that connect modules related by a causality relationship, by a similarity relationship, by an “aboutness” relationship, or by a generic relationship; linkers that connect an article with the underlying data set; linkers that connect a dataset with the supported articles, etc.;
  o provides a core set of intermediary services that make the holdings of discipline-specific repositories and data centers, data archives, research digital libraries and publisher’s repositories discoverable, understandable, and (re)usable;
  o supports the creation, operation and maintenance of mediators. A mediator is a software module that exploits encoded knowledge and metadata information about certain datasets or articles in order to implement an intermediary service. A core set of mediators should include: data discovery mediators, article module discovery mediators, mapping mediators, matching mediators, consistency checking mediators, data integration mediators, etc.;

• a Scholarly Reading and/or Learning Environment that:
  o supports the creation, operation, and maintenance of a core set of “scholarly workflows.” Scholars should be enabled to describe an “abstract workflow” by specifying a number of abstract tasks. These tasks include identity resolution, text analysis, literature analysis, lineage analysis, reproducibility of work, repeatability of experiments, etc. The abstract workflow or workflow template is mapped into a concrete workflow using mappings that, for each task, specify a linker or a mediator, or a service to be used for its implementation. An abstract workflow is an acyclic graph in which the nodes are tasks and the edges present links that connect the output of a given task to the input of another task, specifying that the artifacts produced by the former are used by the latter. The instantiation of a workflow, that is, the mapping of an abstract workflow into a concrete workflow results in a “scholarly reading/learning pattern”. By scholarly reading/learning pattern we mean a set of meaningfully linked article modules and data sets that support a scholarly activity (reading/learning/research). In essence, scholarly reading/learning patterns draw paths within the linked scholarly record;
  o supports the creation and maintenance of reading and learning profiles in order to enable the creation of “personalized reading/learning patterns”;
  o enables scholars, readers and learners to find the scientific information they are looking for and
correctly interpret it by allowing them to surf the linked scholarly record following suitable scholarly patterns.

In addition, cyberscholarship infrastructures should:

• maintain article module metadata registries;
• maintain link metadata registries;
• maintain data dictionaries, discipline-specific ontologies and terminologies.

4. Concluding Remarks

Jim Gray’s vision of a world in which all scientific literature and all scientific data are online and interoperating is rapidly becoming a reality. Building linked discipline-specific scientific records will provide crucial support to modern science by producing radical changes in the scientific method, greatly contributing to educating young scholars, revolutionizing scientific publication, and increasing the productivity of scientists. It will produce a shift in scientific practice from advances based on the traditional scientific method to advances being driven by patterns of data. New insights will arise from connections and correlations found between diverse types of information resources. Another shift will be produced in scholarly information seeking behavior; moving rapidly through the linked scholarly record and identifying relevant information on the move will become a fundamental activity.

To make this happen, advances in many other technologies are needed. The further development of all these technologies will accelerate the building of digital scholarship infrastructures that will provide advanced services and tools to support the scholarly lifecycle.
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